
 

 

 

  

  CITY OF DOVER 

BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT MINUTES 

November 15, 2017 

 

A Regular Meeting of the City of Dover Board of Adjustment was held on Wednesday, 

November 15, 2017 at 9:00 A.M. with Chairman Sheth presiding. Members present were 

Chairman Sheth, Mr. Keller, Colonel Ericson, Mr. Hufnal and Mr. Senato. 

 

Staff members present were Mr. Dave Hugg, Mrs. Purnell, Mr. Diaz, Mr. Swierczek, and City 

Solicitor Mr. Rodriguez. 

 

APPROVAL OF AGENDA 

Mr. Hufnal moved to approve agenda as submitted. The motion was seconded by Mr. Senato and 

unanimously carried 5-0.  

 

APPROVAL OF THE REGULAR BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT MEETING MINUTES 

OF JULY 19, 2017  

Mr. Keller moved to approve the meeting minutes of July 19, 2017 with any necessary 

corrections. The motion was seconded by Colonel Ericson and unanimously carried 5-0. 

 

OPENING REMARKS CONCERNING DEVELOPMENT APPLICATION 

Mr. Dave Hugg, Interim Planning Director of Planning and Inspections stated that the meeting 

today will be conducted in accordance with the agenda. There is one (1) application on the agenda 

under New Business. The Application file will be read, and the floor will be opened for questions 

of the applicant by the Board and for public testimony. If the Board needs to consult the City 

Solicitor, they will recess to discuss legal matters. If the applicant must leave, they can contact the 

Planning Office at 736-7196 to learn of the Board’s decision. A formal notice of the decision will 

be mailed to the applicants. Approved variances expire after one year if the approved project has 

not commenced. 

 

All public notice for the new applications on this agenda was completed in accordance with Code 

requirements. The meeting agenda was posted in accordance with Freedom of Information Act 

requirements.  

 

NEW BUSINESS 

Applicant #V-17-16 
545 North DuPont Highway. TLM Realty has requested a variance from the requirements of the 

Zoning Ordinance, Article 5 §4.7 pertaining to permitted signs. Specifically, the applicant seeks 

to permit two additional (2) wall signs over the maximum two (2) wall signs allowed for a 

building with a single street frontage. The site is located on the east side of North DuPont 

Highway north of Townsend Boulevard. It is 0.86 acres +/- in size and is currently occupied by a 

Panera Bread Restaurant. Subject property is zoned C-4 (Highway Commercial Zone) and 

subject to the SWPOZ (Source Water Protection Overlay Zone). Tax Parcel: ED-05-068.09-01-

34.01-000. The owner of record is Dover DE Retail, LLC and the applicant is TLM Realty Corp. 
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Exhibits for the Record:  Staff Report, Zoning Exhibit, statements and plans submitted by the 

applicant. Legal Notice was published in the Delaware State News on November 5, 2017. The 

public was notified in accordance with regulations.  

 

Mr. Diaz gave a brief overview of the application.      

 

Chairman Sheth questioned if there was any member present who had a conflict of interest and 

there was none. 

 

Representative:  Mr. Raymond Thomas, Lemek LLC 

 

Mr. Ray Thomas was sworn in by Mr. Rodriguez. 

 

Mr. Thomas testified that as stated by Mr. Diaz the north side of the building is totally lacking any 

kind of signage at all.  If you are driving south on North DuPont, you are not aware that the 

restaurant is there. There is an exhibit in the package showing the Panera Bread drive-thru sign 

(which is the same that is on the south and west side he believed) that would go on the north side 

in the corner. The other sign that is being proposed is a painted sign; it is not illuminated. The sign 

will go on what he calls a blank wall facing the hotel. He noticed that Mission BBQ has a similar 

type of mural sign painted on the side of their building.  He would like to go with that also.  

 

Chairman Sheth mentioned when the applicant applied to the Planning Commission, Mission BBQ 

did not come before the Board of Adjustment. In this case, it did not go through the Planning 

Commission and you had a choice to adjust the sign. Chairman suggested that historically the 

Board had the same issue with Grotto Pizza that was disapproved. It was the same question for 

Holiday Inn hotel for the north side on the north bound road.  The Residence Inn had the same 

issue.  None of them were approved by the Board of Adjustment. He recommended that they all 

go to Planning Commission. 

 

Mr. Diaz stated that he did not recall the process that the Mission BBQ went through. He stated 

that the application was before he was employed by the City. 

 

Mr. Keller stated that he recalled several applications that the Board had addressed in the relatively 

recent past and Grotto Pizza was one that was in his mind as well was denied. Basically, with the 

positioning of this building on the site he did not see it unlike just about every property that in fact 

fronts on US13 north and/or south bound. The large majority of which are somewhat contrary to 

the applicant’s position in the written portion of the package. A large number appear to have only 

their front sign placement upon their land and/or buildings.  

 

Mr. Keller questioned whether the applicant was with Lemek LLC.  Mr. Thomas replied yes.  

 

Mr. Keller questioned that because of some recent applications submitted to the Board had a 

question whether the application was in fact supported by the owner. The Board did not have 

within their packet a Board of Adjustment application. The Board has expressed some interest in 

receiving 
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once again the Board of Adjustment application in their packet from the City if that is possible. In 

any event this ownership is Dover Delaware Retail, LLC. With the Limited Liability Company, he 

was wondering if the Board had the appropriate sign off as to the application from Dover Delaware 

Retail, LLC. If you recall recently on South Little Creek Road, the Board had a sign applicant to 

place a sign upon the top of a building and the Board had no indication that the owner of that land 

was even aware the applicant had submitted an application.  Somewhat during or after the hearing 

someone was dispatched to inform the owner that there was an obligation to consent to the 

applicant making an application for a variance upon his property. He was just wondering if the 

Board was in good standing with the application having been signed by a representative of the 

owner LLC.  

 

Chairman Sheth mentioned that he did recall that application. 

 

Mr. Diaz mentioned that they do have the signed application. His colleague Mr. Swierczek will 

retrieve the information (signed application) and distribute it to the Board members. He apologized 

that it was not included in the packet(s).   Mr. Keller replied that he appreciates that information 

so that in fact the Board has the confidence that it was in fact done.  

 

Mr. Senato questioned if in looking at the view from the northwest whether the sign on the building 

of Panera Bread Bakery Café drive-thru is facing Route 13. Mr. Thomas replied yes. 

 

Mr. Senato questioned whether the applicant was requesting a sign to be put over the awnings in 

the corner building. Mr. Thomas replied yes, in that area. 

 

Mr. Senato questioned whether there was already a sign to the left rear of the entrance. Mr. Thomas 

replied no. He assumed that Mr. Senato was talking about the painted mural. He stated that he was 

applying for that sign.   

 

Mr. Hufnal commented that Staff had concurred that due to the site location of the building, Panera 

Bread was not permitted to put up a free-standing sign that would have been permitted by Code. 

In place of that, he could certainly see that Panera Bread would want a sign on the north side over 

the two (2) awnings that would show the location verses having the pylon sign out front because 

you cannot have it with the location. 

 

Mr. Thomas mentioned that while driving south on DuPont Highway you are almost in front of 

the building before you realize there is a Panera Bread Restaurant in that location.  

 

Mr. Hufnal questioned whether there was a name on the owner’s pylon sign that is not readable 

due to the size. Mr. Thomas replied yes and right.  

 

Mr. Senato questioned whether the sign that was being requested was going over the awnings on 

the south side. Mr. Thomas asked if he was referring to the west elevation.  

 

Mr. Hufnal questioned whether the sign that was being installed on the north side would be the 

same size as the 35.67 square feet, the same as what is on the south side of the building. Mr. 

Thomas replied right.  Mr. Hufnal commented that the sign in the front is a little larger because it 
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has drive-thru written on it. Mr. Thomas replied that the other sign will also have drive-thru written 

on it.  

Colonel Ericson questioned whether the south side sign was visible or that it was no good.  Mr. 

Thomas replied not really. It’s not that it is no good. Because of visibility normally their signage 

would go over the entry but because of the new Longhorn Steakhouse they moved the sign down 

to the left towards DuPont Highway only because once the restaurant goes up the visibility would 

be poor coming north.   

 

Colonel Ericson questioned whether the one sign that states Panera Bread would be sufficient 

because that is what is located on the south side.  Mr. Thomas stated that it would, but the reason 

behind adding the mural on the one blank wall is to dress up the wall and make it look good. At 

the current time, it is just a blank brick wall. 

 

Colonel Ericson questioned that instead of advertising, it is basically decoration.  Mr. Thomas 

replied that it is still advertising because it is their Panera Bread logo.  

 

Colonel Ericson questioned if the Board denied the sign, what hardship would it cause. Mr. 

Thomas replied none to the business.  

 

Mr. Hufnal mentioned that for directional purposes the 35.67 square foot sign that is being 

requested to put up over the awnings would be sufficient to give the location. Mr. Thomas replied 

yes.  

 

Mr. Keller questioned whether the speed limit going north and south on DuPont Highway in that 

immediate area was 40 m.p.h. (which is a relatively slow movement of traffic). Mr. Diaz replied 

that he believed it was 40 m.p.h. and it may be 45 m.p.h. in some areas, but not as high as 50 m.p.h. 

 

Colonel Ericson mentioned that Mr. Thomas stated that there would be no hardship regarding the 

large sign, it was basically for decoration. Therefore, it does not meet the requirements of the 

statue.  

 

Mr. Keller concurred with Colonel Ericson comments. 

 

Mr. Keller stated that in any event while searching for a place to eat if you are southbound for this 

property as the City map depicts you are obligated to go (continue south) at least to Townsend 

Boulevard to make a U-turn to access the Panera Bread site. Even at that point if the restaurant is 

missed you could go to the next turn around area which would be in front of the entrance to Kohl’s 

(south bound) to make the U-turn to return north to go to Panera Bread. He did not think that 

visibility was not totally blocked from south bound until you get immediate opposite that building 

structure.  

 

Chairman Sheth mentioned that Panera Bread has a pylon sign. 

 

Mr. Keller agreed with Mr. Hufnal regarding that the Panera Bread logo on the large pylon sign 

for that shopping center is relatively small, almost insignificant as you are looking for the Panera 

Bread sign which is upright on the pylon sign. In his estimation, the Panera Bread sign (on both 
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the south bound and west bound) view of the building that the west bound sign can be depicted 

from a south bound movement. He noted that with the addition of the structure in that location he 

has viewed a large number of cars often participating in trying out Panera Bread. With that, he is 

not necessarily convinced that there appears to be an Exceptional Practical Difficulty to the owner 

and/or the tenant.  

Mr. Thomas stated that if you are coming south bound there is nothing that tells you that there is 

a Panera Bread until you get almost in front of it. At night you can tell there is a sign but it is not 

legible.  

 

Mr. Keller questioned whether the applicant was referring to the sign on the building. Mr. Thomas 

replied yes.  

 

Chairman Sheth stated that everyone was in agreement that the sign cannot be seen from the south 

bound traffic.   

 

Mr. Keller stated that he was aware that the point was brought up in previous cases as well as to 

put something on a blank wall on any given property. Grotto’s was one perfect example of the 

same type of request. 

 

Mr. Senato stated he travels the road 3-4 times a day heading south. In his estimation, when driving 

40 m.p.h. or slower heading south, the sign facing the highway is visible. He also agreed with Mr. 

Keller.   

 

Mr. Thomas stated that you have to be at a certain point before you can see the sign. It cannot be 

seen if you are farther down the road.  

 

Mr. Senato stated that as a driver he would say that if he is coming down the highway and he is 

50-70 yards up and if he is looking in that direction he can see the sign on the side of the building.  

 

Mr. Thomas stated that Ruby Tuesday has three (3) signs plus a huge pylon sign in front of their 

building.  

 

Mr. Keller questioned the location of Ruby Tuesday. Mr. Thomas replied further down heading 

south on the left. He thought that Mission BBQ and Ruby Tuesday are in the same area. 

 

Chairman Sheth questioned if Mr. Thomas meant Applebee’s.  Mr. Thomas replied perhaps 

Applebee’s.  

 

Mr. Hufnal questioned whether Panera Bread was limited because they do not have a pylon sign. 

Mr. Thomas replied not one that is visible.  

 

Mr. Senato questioned whether it would give a frontage sign coming north in front of the building 

and heading south the sign facing the highway. He believed there was a sign facing the west side 

(which is the parking lot side). Mr. Thomas replied yes. There are currently (2) signs and the third 

sign is the one they are requesting. 
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Mr. Diaz stated that Applebee’s would only have three (3) signs if you consider the neighborhood 

and the Grill and Bar to be two (2) separate signs as opposed to one (1) sign together.  

Chairman Sheth questioned whether the Big Lots sign was additional and qualified as an 

institution, because it is a shopping center it can have more signs.  Mr. Diaz replied yes. The whole 

shopping center in Capital Commons would qualify for Unified Comprehensive Sign Plan. If they 

chose to apply for one, it would allow all of the establishments in that shopping center to gain more 

signage which would be evaluated by the Planning Commission. At the current time, no 

application has been received despite the City recommendations.  

 

Chairman Sheth commented and questioned that they had a choice to go that route and they could 

apply for a bigger pylon sign and it would solve the problem as previously stated.  Mr. Diaz replied 

correct, yes.  

 

Chairman Sheth stated that the issue may arise again with Longhorn Steakhouse.  

 

Mr. Keller questioned whether the action would have to be taken by the underlying fee holder as 

opposed to one of the tenant sites, namely Panera Bread.  Chairman Sheth replied right, the Board 

had the same problem with the Greentree Shopping Center. They chose not to go through the 

shopping center. 

 

Mr. Senato questioned if there was an option to go before the Planning Commission for a pylon 

sign. Chairman Sheth replied that it is up to them to decide, but they have a choice. 

 

Mr. Hufnal commented that they cannot get a pylon sign now because it has already been 

constructed. It should have been done with the Site Plan at the very beginning. So now, Mr. 

Thomas is requesting to put a sign on the north bound lane now because they did not prepare the 

building right to begin with to put up a pylon sign, because it would have been allowed. Chairman 

Sheth agreed, but stated that it was not the Boards fault; they could have applied to the Planning 

Commission. 

 

Colonel Ericson questioned whether it was explained to the tenant that he had other options and 

could go before the Planning Commission.  Mr. Diaz replied yes, it was explained to the applicant. 

 

Colonel Ericson questioned why the applicant did not go that route. Mr. Thomas questioned the 

explanation and asked if it was regarding whether they could have gone with the pylon sign. Mr. 

Diaz replied that in speaking with Mr. Loiselle who wrote the responses to this variance 

application, he explained to him that a pylon sign would have been permitted for this property by 

right whether it is through a Unified Comprehensive Sign Plan or not. Mr. Loiselle stated that there 

was not a sign specific to the Panera Bread on the property because of the way the drive-thru was 

constructed.  This was taken into account in this report. The other issue is whether the shopping 

center as a whole could have a Unified Comprehensive Sign Plan.  If the underlying fee holder 

applies for the Unified Comprehensive Sign Plan, then all of the establishments existing in that 

shopping center could potentially have more signage than what is allowed by the sign regulations 

if the extra signage was approved by the Planning Commission.  For example, Dover Town Center 

has an Outback Steakhouse restaurant in front. They were approved by the Planning Commission 

for a total of five (5) wall signs because two (2) of the signs are very small.  If the shopping center 
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went that route, both the Panera Bread and Longhorn Steakhouse could get more signage than they 

are currently permitted by code. This has been explained to both of them as well as to Big Lots 

and Burlington developer when they went through the Site Development Plan process. It is not 

something that can be undertaken by one of the restaurants individually.  

Colonel Ericson questioned whether they could go the other route. Mr. Diaz replied yes. 

 

Colonel Ericson questioned if the Board rejected the application, then the issue is over and they 

could not go back to the other route.  Mr. Diaz replied no, they could still go the other route if they 

were denied the variance.  

 

Chairman Sheth mentioned if you look at the current pylon sign and look at the square footage it 

cannot accommodate the four (4) signs of Panera Bread, Big Lots, Burlington, and Longhorn 

Steakhouse. 

 

Colonel Ericson questioned if Longhorn Steakhouse have been given information pertaining to 

what signage they can put on their building. Is it going to be according to the shopping center 

Unified Comprehensive Sign Plan or Planning Commission? Mr. Diaz replied that the Longhorn 

Steakhouse is currently installing signage in accordance with the base sign regulations. They 

originally applied for a variance, but after receiving the initial Staff Recommendations to deny the 

variance they withdrew the variance application and decided to go with the base sign regulations 

instead.  

 

Mr. Keller stated that they were given information and were then later informed that Longhorn 

Steakhouse had withdrawn their variance request. Mr. Diaz replied that it was withdrawn last 

month.  

 

Mr. Keller questioned for clarification whether an application for a pylon sign could in fact be 

made today or immediately thereafter.  Are you aware of anything that would prohibit a pylon sign 

being placed? Mr. Diaz replied that the current site layout of the Panera Bread would prohibit a 

pylon sign. There is not an open space in front of the building that is large enough to accommodate 

it because of the presence of the drive-thru lane and based on the position of the building it would 

not set back far enough from the road to meet regulations.  

 

Mr. Keller stated that he noticed in the regulations there would be a 15-foot setback from the right-

of-way, but the Board has nothing to illustrate where the right-of-way line falls with regard to the 

amount thereafter which would be open space between there and the face of the building. He 

referred to Exhibit F (two photographs) submitted to depict which he believes is the currently 

existing condition. Mr. Diaz replied that is right.  

 

Mr. Keller asked if Mr. Diaz could look at Exhibit F and reinforce his explanation as to why a 

pylon sign could not be constructed somewhere along the building frontage, opposite dimension, 

and a plan which depicts the distance from the existing right-of-way to the face of the building 

which requires at least a 15-foot setback. Mr. Diaz replied that he did not have anything at the 

current time with him that depicts the property line exactly, but he referred the Board members to 

Exhibit D on page 5 that shows the Site Plan of the property, the right-of-way line there is right 

between the sidewalk and Panera Bread drive-thru lane. If you are going 15-feet back from there, 
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then the sign is either right in front of the (obstructing) existing wall sign that is currently there or 

if it is put further back it would be right in the middle of their patio area.  

Mr. Senato questioned as he referred to Exhibit F (drive-thru) area, what is the distance between 

the wall up to that illuminating light pole (north side of the building). Mr. Diaz asked if he was 

referring to distance from the wall to the light pole. Mr. Senato replied yes.  Mr. Diaz replied that 

he has not measured the distance, but based on the size of the cars on the Site Plan he would 

estimate about 45 feet.  

 

Mr. Senato questioned whether Panera Bread property was part of where the lamp was located.  

Mr. Diaz replied no, it is the right-of-way. 

 

Chairman Sheth asked what Mr. Senato was trying to prove.  Mr. Senato replied that it was just a 

point of information whether it was owned by Panera Bread and if it was a possibility that it was 

a 45 feet setback from the awnings and the building that you could conceivably in the grassy area 

hypothetically put up a pylon sign closer towards the highway. Chairman Sheth replied if Panera 

Bread wanted to do something different they would need to go before the Planning Commission. 

Some of the information received may not qualify because we are not aware of the exact 

measurement or how they are going to apply. He referred back to the issue with Grotto’s Pizza. 

 

Colonel Ericson recommended as a solution that they go back and request as a shopping center a 

Unified Comprehensive Sign Plan before the Planning Commission.  

 

Colonel Ericson questioned if the variance request was denied, would they be able to go before 

the Planning Commission or would they have to wait for a year or go to court to get it changed. 

Mr. Diaz replied if a variance is denied they cannot apply for a variance for another year, but if 

they went through the Planning Commission it would not be a variance.  

 

Mr. Keller mentioned that the large sign that depicts Big Lots, Burlington, as well as Panera Bread 

currently, what would be the process for Panera Bread to request of the entity which controls that 

very large pylon sign to simply request a larger portion of that sign dedicated to Panera Bread logo. 

He questioned whether that would require going back through the Unified Comprehensive Sign 

Plan before the Planning Commission.  Mr. Diaz replied that at the current time he was not aware 

of the current size of the pylon sign.  If they wanted to reallocate the space on the existing pylon 

between the panels to give some people less space and Panera more space, they would have to 

negotiate that internally and then submit an application to the Planning Office to revise the sign. 

If the overall area of the sign is not increasing, it would just be approved. If they wanted to keep 

the other tenants panels the same and increase the Panera Bread panel they would need to increase 

the size of the sign overall. This application would be evaluated as to whether the pylon sign with 

the expansion is still meeting the code limit of 150 square feet. If it is within that limit, then 

Planning Staff would also approve it. To get a pylon sign over 150 square feet then they would 

need to go through the Unified Comprehensive Sign Plan with the Planning Commission. 

 

Mr. Keller mentioned that the outset of the two large box stores (Big Lots & Burlington) when the 

sign was erected perhaps there was not any anticipation of two (2) more sites being devoted to 

subsequent tenants such as (Longhorn & Panera Bread). He would think that his first plea might 
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be to the owner (if he was a tenant) to get equal footing and size on the large pylon sign which 

depicts all of the tenants within that ownership. 

 

Chairman Sheth questioned the applicant if there was an internal issue between the four (4) tenants 

and also if he was willing to compromise and move one (1) of the signs and put it in the back if he 

thought that one was more important. Mr. Thomas replied that he thinks that the 2 current signs 

and the proposed sign are all equally important because they cover different views of the building. 

As far as the landlord changing anything on the pylon sign, he has been doing this for 30 years and 

the landlord is locked in a lease with Big Lots and Burlington as far as the size of the signs that 

are allotted on the pylon sign.  He did not know what that would accomplish because they would 

lose signage and one or two other important sides of the building.  

 

Chairman Sheth mentioned that he thought it was suggested by the Planning Commission that 

Panera Bread could have the mural signage. Mr. Thomas replied if that was done then the two 

signs plus the mural would be three (3) signs.  

 

Chairman Sheth questioned if this was suggested. Mr. Diaz replied that there is a distinction in the 

code between what is a sign and a mural. Public Art is allowed without a Sign Permit. To be 

considered Public Art then we look at whether it is containing names, slogans, or logos, because 

really otherwise anyone can claim their sign is art. As mentioned in the Report if this was 

considered for the aspect of the north face of the building then they should consider some sort of 

other architectural treatments such as a mural. Mr. Thomas has been calling the larger sign in this 

meeting a mural, but the City would not consider the sign a mural. 

 

Mr. Hufnal stated that the applicant has already expressed if he was given the sign on the north 

side of the building which was the 35.67 square feet, then the other sign would not necessarily be 

needed. So the Board’s question is do what they want to allow the sign on the north side of the 

building that is the exact size as the one on the south side.  

 

Mr. Hufnal mentioned that he thought the Board was getting off the subject with the fact that we 

are talking about the landlord sign and this has nothing to do with their particular problem. 

Chairman Sheth agreed. 

 

Mr. Keller stated that the Board of Adjustment application form has been distributed that was 

inadvertently omitted from the packet. He sees where TLM Realty Corporation is indicated as a 

managing member of Dover Delaware Retail, LLC. This will put to rest his concern about whether 

or not the fee holder in fact is represented in this application process. 

 

Mr. Keller stated that he would hope that Staff takes what he views as a relatively simple matter 

of verifying with regards specifically to LLCs. Perhaps Mr. Rodriguez could lend greater advice, 

but at least with the Division of Corporation you can discern managing members of any LLC or 

other corporate entity.  Mr. Rodriguez concurred.  

  

Mr. Keller stated that his concern is always that the variance once granted runs with the land. 

Chairman Sheth agreed because the variance goes with the property and not with the owner. 
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Chairman Sheth opened the public hearing. 

Chairman Sheth closed the public hearing after seeing no one wishing to speak. 

Chairman Sheth questioned if there was any member present who had a conflict of interest and 

there was none. 

 

Chairman Sheth questioned if there was any additional correspondence for the record. There 

was no correspondence from the public. 

 

Mr. Hufnal moved to approve Application V-17-16. Sign #3 to permit the 35.67 square feet on 

the north side of the building. The sign would not appear to be excessive and would be in 

character with the surrounding neighborhood. The north sign would be in place of a free- 

standing sign which would have been permitted by code if the Site Plan was set up differently. 

Relying on the north sign of the pylon sign for the owner of the land would be effectively too 

small to be read and therefore the sign for the north side of the building would at least give 

southbound traffic the direction of that location. So based on this information and testimony 

today he would recommend approval of Sign #3. The motion was seconded by Colonel Ericson.  

 

Chairman Sheth asked if there were any questions. 

 

Mr. Keller questioned that this did not include within this motion with any regard to the large 

display signage which almost looks like a mural on that north side of the building, but is set 

further back towards the turn of the drive-thru lane. He asked if this was correct. Mr. Hufnal 

replied correct. Mr. Thomas stated that he wanted to keep that a separate motion.  

 

Colonel Ericson questioned that this is defined as Sign #3 and based upon the square foot of 

35.67 square feet sign. Mr. Hufnal replied that is correct. He is referring to the sign over the two 

(2) awnings on the western side of the north side of the building. 

 

Chairman Sheth had concerns regarding the motion. Mr. Hufnal replied that he considers his 

motion basically of how they designed the building has created a hardship of having a sign read 

by southbound drivers with not being able to put up a pylon sign, and that was in their initial 

application with the Site Plan. He really did not think it has anything particular with the other 

application that the Board denied previously because if he recalls some of those had the pylon 

signs. Chairman Sheth stated that Mr. Hufnal motion concurs with what Staff recommended. Mr. 

Diaz stated right. 

 

Roll Call Vote: to approve Sign #3 (35.67 square feet) 

 

Mr. Keller – No – with what has been represented both by testimony this morning as well as 

information, photographs, and exhibits he still views the current building as basically a 

rectangular structure not uncommon, not unlike any number of them up and down US 13. He 

fails to see substantive enough reasoning to allow signage when somewhat of a historical nature 

applications have been in the past made and denied. He did not see enough to warrant approval 

of this motion. 
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Colonel Ericson – Yes 

 

Mr. Senato – No- based on all of the testimonies heard today. 

Mr. Hufnal – Yes 

 

Chairman Sheth – Yes, because it answers the question recommended by Staff. 

 

Motion carries three (3) yes and (2) no. 

 

Colonel Ericson moved to deny Sign #4 based upon Staff Recommendations and testimony given, 

that is the sign that is 94.74 square feet on the north face of the building. Mr. Thomas testified 

that there was no hardship for having the sign present or not present, it is really for decoration 

purposes. He could go back to the Planning Commission and request for the shopping center a 

Unified Comprehensive Sign Plan and have the sign installed. The motion was seconded by Mr. 

Hufnal. 

 

Roll Call Vote for variance request of Sign #4: to be denied. 

 

Mr. Hufnal- yes for denial 

Chairman Sheth – yes for denial 

Mr. Keller – yes for denial 

Mr. Senato – no for denial 

Colonel Ericson – yes for denial 

 

Vote 4-1 in favor of denial. Motion carries.  Mr. Senato was not in favor of the denial. 

 

Mr. Senato moved to adjourn the meeting, seconded by Colonel Ericson and unanimously 

carried 5-0. 

 

Meeting adjourned at 10:20 A.M.  

 

Sincerely, 

 

Maretta Savage-Purnell 

Secretary 


